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SUMMARY
A major problem in P delay-time tomography is the inhomogeneous sampling of
mantle structure by the P-wave ray paths resulting in low resolution in images of
large regions of the upper mantle. Incorporation of PP and pP phases can improve
the quality and reliability of tomographic images because they: (1) sample Earth
structure not ordinarily sampled by direct P phases; (2) add rays that are oblique to
rays of direct phases, which is especially important where the latter sample mantle
structure in selected directions; and (3) pP data better constrain the earthquake
focal depths. PP traveltimes have often been used in combination with P data in
differential traveltime studies. We show that the assumptions and approximations
necessary for this approach are problematic, and that they can be avoided when the
P, PP and P data are used in tomographic inversion. We investigated the
applicability of PP and pP delay times to the tomographic study of the aspherical
mantle structure below the Caribbean region.

The success of the application of data of the later arriving reflected waves depends
critically on the quality of these data. We examined possible sources of error in the
ISC PP and pP data and assessed the contribution to the delay times used in this
study. For the Caribbean region, analyses of the ISC PP and pP delay times do not
reveal biases due to effects of PP-waveform distortions, the asymmetry of the
reflections, or due to misidentifications of phases that reflect at a surface other than
that assumed. The noise level of PP and pP data is high with respect to data of the
direct P-wave. This is accommodated by weighting with the inverse of the variance
of the data of each of the three phases.

The independent information that is revealed from the PP and pP data results in
modifications of tomographic images based solely on P data. These modifications
are important if the tomographic images are being used to understand the
geodynamical history of convergent margins in the Caribbean region. We investi-
gated the effect of adding data of later arriving phases to the ISC P data with
sensitivity tests: we inverted synthetic delay times to which we added Gaussian noise
with a standard error typical for the data of the three seismic phases. These tests
demonstrate that the image resolution of shallow mantle structure is enhanced
significantly by the incorporation of later arriving phases. Due to the absence of
seismicity below 200 km the resolution improved less at deeper levels below the
Caribbean region. In some poorly constrained parts of the solution the test results
even indicate an apparent decrease of resolution. This is explained by changes in the
rate of convergence of the inversion algorithm: in mantle regions where the effective
sampling of structure improved by the addition of PP- and pP-wave ray paths, the
convergence was speeded up at the expense of the convergence rate in regions
where fewer or no PP- or pP-wave ray paths were added.
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A shortcoming of the resolution tests used in our study is that some specific
problems of reported delay times are not reflected in synthetic data. We observe
that ISC delay times of later arriving phases are not necessarily consistent with the
reported hypocentral parameters, as most ISC-reported earthquake locations are
computed from direct P-wave data. For the pP data, the inconsistency with event
location not only results in a decrease of focal depths during relocation, but in a bias
of the imaged velocity perturbations as well. This property of reported data is not
modelled in resolution tests.

Key words: Caribbean, data errors, delay-time tomography, differential travel-
times, resolution.

1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many successful applications of seismic body
wave tomography have been reported. Body waves,
travelling from earthquake hypocentres to seismological
stations, illuminate Earth structure along their ray paths (or
ray tubes). The quality of this illumination is determined by
observational errors in traveltime, and by the azimuthal
coverage and number of rays sampling a particular region
(Spakman & No let 1988; Humphreys & Clayton 1990). The
sampling of any Earth volume by seismic body waves is
determined by: (1) the distribution of earthquake
hypocentres and seismological stations; (2) the type of body
wave phases used in the inversions; and (3) the 3-D velocity
structure through which these waves travel. In linearized
delay-time tomography, the application of Fermat's
Principle allows us to approximate the true (unknown) 3-D
velocity structure by a (known) 1-D reference model of
seismic velocities for the computation of the ray paths. In
this paper, we do not address effects resulting from the
distortion of ray paths by the 3-D structure. We assume a
1-D velocity model that is an appropriate representation of
the average velocity structure of the volume under scrutiny
(Van der Hi 1st & Spakman 1989), and address the
dependence of the ray geometry on (1) and (2).

On a global scale, the distribution of earthquakes and
seismological stations is very heterogeneous. High seismicity
is mainly confined to interplate regions and seismological
stations are mostly located in continental areas and on some
islands in oceanic regions. In contrast, large intraplate areas
are characterized by low seismicity and the absence of
seismological stations. This imposes major limitations on the
applicability of seismic body wave tomography. If only the
direct compressional (P) or shear (S) waves are used,
shallow structures beneath many intraplate regions (oceanic
areas in particular) are inadequately illuminated and will not
be detected by the tomographic method (Fig. 1). Aspherical
structure can then be resolved only at larger depths
(Dziewonski, Hager & O'Connell 1977; Dziewonski 1984).

On a regional scale, tomographic studies have resolved
upper mantle structures, with length-scales of the order of
100 km, below convergent margins characterized by high
seismicity. Examples are given by Hirahara & Mikumo
(1980), Hirahara (1981), Zhou & Clayton (1990), Grand
(1987), Spakman, Wortel & Vlaar (1988), who reveal the
morphology of subducted lithosphere from images of
aspherical mantle structure below the convergent margins of
Japan, western North America, and the Mediterranean
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the differences in illumina-
tion by P-waves and by PP-waves. The white spot depicts an
anomaly in a spherical model. The direct P-waves that sample this
aspherical structure are not recorded at seismological stations, and
the anomaly will thus not be detected by P-wave delay-time
tomography. Information about this structure can be obtained by
the incorporation of surface-reflected PP-waves.

region. Although interplate regions have therefore provided
targets for the application of seismic body wave
tomography, the associated seismotectonic setting is
typically poorly illuminated by seismic rays. On the scale of
the areas typically involved in large-scale tomographic
investigations, convergence between tectonic plates often
leads to essentially a 2-D geometry of seismicity. In the case
of convergence between oceanic plates along oceanic island
arcs, the recording stations at regional distances may be
nearly linearly distributed. In the case of oceancontinent
collision, the back-arc regions often show low seismicity
and, in absence of stations, the sampling of Earth structure
by direct body waves will be confined to a limited range of
directions. In Fig. 1 we illustrate the heterogeneous
sampling of shallow mantle structures by seismic rays in a
schematic way. A structure (depicted in white) is located in
the mantle below an area in which both sources and
receivers are absent. Only the mantle region below and on
either side of the anomaly is sampled by the direct P-waves.
The inhomogeneous sampling of structure by seismic body
waves has severe implications for the quality and reliability
of tomographic images (Hirahara 1977, 1981; Engdahl &
Gubbins 1987; Zhou 1988; Spakman et al. 1989).

Important sources of information about mantle regions,
not ordinarily sampled by direct P- or S-waves, are provided



by the later-arriving multiple P or S phases (Fig. 1) (Stewart
1976; Woodward & Masters 1987; Grand 1987; Woodward
1989) and by depth phases (pP and sP) (Engdahl &
Billington 1986; Engdahl & Gubbins 1987). In studies using
reflected phases, usually the spatial distribution of residual
differential times is investigated (Stewart 1976; Dorbath &
Dorbath 1981; Girardin 1980; Woodward & Masters 1987).
However, this approach has several disadvantages which are
discussed below.

In this paper, we examine the applicability to tomographic
investigations of PP and pP delay times as reported by the
International Seismological Centre (ISC). We illustrate
results of this study with examples from a tomographic
investigation of the 3-D velocity structure of the mantle
below the Caribbean region. We do not emphasize the
interpretation of the tomographic images with regard to the
tectonic evolution of the Caribbean. This interpretation is
published elsewhere (Van der Hi lst 1990). In this paper,
answers are sought to the following questions. Do PP- and
pP-waves improve the sampling of the mantle structure
below the Caribbean region? What are the sources of error
in the ISC PP and pP delay-time data? What are the
advantages and drawbacks of residual differential-time
studies? How can PP and pP phases be incorporated in the
tomographic investigations? Does the addition of these later
arriving phases improve the quality and reliability of the
tomographic images? These topics determine the organiza-
tion of this paper.

2 THE SAMPLING OF MANTLE
STRUCTURE BELOW THE CARIBBEAN
REGION

2.1 The inhomogeneous sampling by P-waves and
consequences for seismic tomography

In Fig. 2, the present geography of the Caribbean area is
shown together with earthquake epicentres and seismologi-
cal stations. The seismicity of the area is mainly confined to
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Figure 2. The distribution of earthquake epicentres and seismologi-
cal stations in the Caribbean region. We remark that in the
tomographic inversions, the results of which are discussed in Section
5 of this paper, the epicentres and stations used extend over a larger
geographical region (see Fig. 5). NPBZ and SPBZ are the Northern
and Southern Plate Boundary Zones, respectively.
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Figure 3. Map view of the hit count, illustrating the sampling by
direct P-waves of the top layer of the cell model (0-33 km). The
scale is logarithmic. The dashed lines mark the surface intersections
of the vertical cross-sections shown in Figs 4(a) and (b). Where they
intersect the hit count is close to zero (the white area).

seismic zones produced by the subduction of the Atlantic
Plate in the east and the Cocos Plate in the west, and along
the complex northern and southern Plate Boundary Zones
(PBZs, Mann & Burke 1984). Seismicity is low in the
central parts of the Gulf of Mexico. Intraplate earthquakes
do occur in the Caribbean Plate (Molnar & Sykes 1969), but
their locations are still close to interplate realms, and their
number is relatively low. Both in the Gulf area and in the
Caribbean Sea region seismological stations are sparsely
distributed along the edges. As a consequence, shallow
structures in the upper mantle below these intraplate areas
will be sampled inadequately by direct P-waves (Fig. 1).

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the inhomogeneous sampling by
direct P-waves of mantle structure below the Caribbean.
These figures resulted from a preliminary tomographic
investigation in which only P-wave delay times were used.
In that study, the mantle structure was parametrized in
blocks in which aspherical velocities were determined by the
inversion of P delay times reported by the ISC/NEIC
between 1964 and July 1987 (Van der Hi 1st 1990). The
horizontal dimensions of the blocks are 1.25° by 1.25°. In
Figs 3 and 4, the sampling of the upper mantle beneath the
Caribbean region is expressed by the cell hit count: the
number of rays crossing a particular block in the cell model.
Note that the hit count does not provide direct information
about the azimuthal sampling of mantle structure. Fig. 3
shows the 'under exposure' of the intraplate regions for the
depth range between 0 and 33 km. Fig. 4(a) is a vertical
cross-section striking nearly west to east across the
Caribbean Plate, showing high hit count below the Middle
America and Lesser Antilles trenches and, at shallow depth
levels, low hit count below the Caribbean Plate. The waves
travelling east to west over distances of approximately 25°
outnumber P-waves from other directions (Fig. 4a) because
the majority of seismic stations and earthquake epicentres
are located parallel to the Middle America Trench (MAT)
and the Lesser Antilles Trench (LAT). The strong
inhomogeneity in the sampling by direct P-waves of
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Figure 4. Vertical mantle cross-sections through the 3-D model of P hit count. (a) EW section across the Middle America and Lesser Antilles
subduction zones. This section indicates the predominance of ray illumination between the seismic zones of these subduction zones. (b)
SENW section across the Caribbean Plate showing the predominance of rays traveling from the northern and southern Plate Boundary Zones
to seismological stations in North America.

structure below the Gulf area, the Caribbean Plate, the
Guyana shield area, and the high-seismicity PBZs, is further
illustrated by Fig. 4(b). The steep, (apparently) northwest-
dipping, high hit-count features indicate that the
earthquakes near the northern and southern PBZs are
predominantly monitored at stations in North America.

The suite of seismic rays employed in the tomographic
computations is thus dominated by P-waves that sample
Earth structure in a limited range of take-off angles and
azimuths. As a consequence, many equations of the
tomographic system become dependent, and the cor-
responding unknowns (the velocities in each block) cannot
be resolved separately. The lack of information in the model

a PP

space orthogonal to the high hit-count features may cause
existing velocity perturbations to be 'smeared out' in the
predominant direction of illumination (Spakman et al. 1989;
Van der Hilst & Spakman 1989). These results are very
relevant to the interpretation of velocity anomalies in
tomographic images.

To sample shallow Earth structure below intraplate
regions not adequately illuminated by direct P-waves, pP-
and PP-waves with reflection points in those areas should be
used. First, we discuss geometrical considerations. In
Section 3, we discuss the criteria used for the selection of
the data and the problems involved in the determination of
the bounce point locations.

A Seismological stations

Earthquake epicenters
A Seismological stations

Earthquake epicenters

Figure 5. Geographic maps showing the distribution of earthquakes and stations used in (a) the selection of PP data, and (b) the selection of
pP data. Because of the large epicentral distances, and the requirement that PP-waves should reflect in the Caribbean region, earthquake
epicentres suitable for this study are mainly located in Peru, Bolivia and Chile, with recording stations mainly confined to North America. The
earthquakes used for the pP data are mainly located in the Caribbean region, and recorded at stations in North and South America and
Europe. The outer boxes depict the boundaries of the block model used in the tomographic inversions which are discussed in Section 5. The
inner boxes define the Caribbean study region.
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2.2 The sampling by PP-waves

Most PP-waves suitable for this study travel from sources in
South America to receivers in North America. Only a few
ray paths from events in North America to stations in South
America and from events in the Pacific to stations in Europe
are used (Fig. 5a). The sourcereceiver pairs used in this
study resulted in a distribution of PP reflection points in the
Caribbean region as shown in Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6 the
symbols are plotted at the theoretical locations of the
bounce points of the reflected waves. In calculating
reflection point coordinates we made allowance for the focal
depth of the source. If simply the mid-points between
sources and receivers are taken (Darragh 1985), errors in
the location of reflection points may be as large as 2.5°
(Dorbath & Dorbath 1981).

Schematically, the ray geometry of both P-waves and
PP-waves are plotted in Fig. 1: every bounce point of PP
(or pP) can be considered both as an additional receiver and
source (Engdahl & Gubbins 1987). Comparison of the
distribution of epicentres and stations (Fig. 2) with the
locations of the reflection points (Fig. 6a) suggests that the
intraplate areas within the Caribbean region are better
sampled by PP than by P-waves. Fig. 1 also demonstrates
another important benefit of using the PP phase together
with P-waves: the addition of PP adds rays oblique to the P
rays in the mantle regions between the velocity structure
and the recording stations. PP-waves may therefore
improve the sampling of structure in mantle regions where
the P hit count is high, but where illumination by P-waves is
predominant in one direction. We anticipate that the
incorporation of PP-waves enhances the resolution and
reduces the 'smearing' of anomalies in the predominant
direction of ray illumination. Of course, the effect on
resolution depends crucially on the quality of the data. This
is discussed in Sections 3 and 5.

2.3 The sampling by pP-waves

Fig. 5(b) gives the distribution of sources and receivers used
for the selection of pP data, resulting in pP reflection point
locations as presented in Fig. 6(b). Due to the shallow
seismicity in the area, pP reflection points (Fig. 6b) are
generally close to the earthquake epicentres (Fig. 2).
Consequently, for events in the Caribbean region pP ray
paths remain close to P ray paths and their contribution to
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illuminating mantle structures not sampled by the direct P
phase is small compared to the contribution of PP-waves.
However, as Engdahl & Gubbins (1987) pointed out in their
study of the Aleutian subduction zone, incorporation of
depth phases better constrains the focal depths and stabilizes
the inversion for the velocity structure. Moreover, shallow
structures above seismic zones are more adequately sampled
by pP-waves than by direct P-waves when no stations are
located in the vicinity of the epicentre. A better constraint
on structures at shallow depths in the seismically active area,
results in better resolution at deeper levels as well, because
it acts against the 'smearing' of velocity anomalies along
predominant ray paths.

3 THE DATA
The arrival times of the PP-waves should be determined by
correlation of the attenuated and Hilbert transformed
P-wavelet with the part of the seismogram containing the
reflected PP phase (Girardin 1980; Woodward 1989). In this
study, the objective is to incorporate pP and PP phase data
in the tomographic inversions, together with some hundreds
of thousands of P phases: hence, instead of relying on a few
high-quality data, as many published data as possible are
used, assuming that the overall effect of larger reading
errors in individual data will be averaged out (see also
Stewart 1976; Darragh 1985). In this study, delay time data
are obtained from two sources: the ISC bulletin tapes for PP
and pP delay times, and, for additional PP data, analogue
records of the Worldwide Standardized Seismograph
Network (WWSSN) and Canadian Station Network (CSN).
We believe that the data reported by ISC were primarily
read from short-period seismograms, although it is difficult
to trace whether at a particular station PP was read from
LPZ or from SPZ seismograms. The phase may have been
read from either pass band, depending on the quality of the
seismograms. On SPZ the picks of the onset of the PP
arrival may be more accurate because the 1 Hz signal is less
distorted by phase shifts than the waveforms on the LPZ
records. However, with the WWSSN and CSN analogue
records, we examined PP arrivals primarily from the LPZ
records because it is often difficult to recognize PP on SPZ
traces. We also examined the GDSN digital data set
(CD-ROM, 1980-1984), but only a small number of
sourcereceiver pairs with PP reflection points in the
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Figure 6. Geographic distribution of reflection points in the Caribbean region. (a) PP reflection points, (b) pP reflection points. The
earthquakes and receivers used for these distributions are shown in Figs 5(a) and (b).
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Table 1. Selection criteria for PP and pP data.

PP PP

number of earthquakes
number of stations
minimum distance (°)
maximum distance (0)
minimum magnitude
minimum focal depth (km)
delay time window (s)
number of rays

762
243

1982
639

50.0 22.5
180 90

4.5 4.5
0 33

±7.5 ±7.5
1928 11 652

Caribbean region were found. The small number of data
that can be derived from digital seismograms is not
considered in the present study, and we emphasize the use
of reported phase data.

In Table 1 information is given about the data sets and
about the selection criteria used in this investigation. Lower
limits in epicentral distance are adopted for both the PP and
pP phases to avoid complications of triplications due to
upper mantle discontinuities. Following the data selection
criteria outlined in Table 1, the distribution of 762
earthquakes and 243 stations resulted in a data set of 1928
PP delay times. Nearly 12 000 pP traveltime residuals
resulted from the registration of 1982 events at one or more
of the 639 stations involved in this investigation.

The PP and pP phase data as reported by the ISC are
corrected for ellipticity according to a modified formula for
the direct P-wave, given by the Jeffreys-Bullen (JB)
seismological tables (Jeffreys & Bullen 1967). For
surface-reflected waves the JB ellipticity correction ôtell,
can be written as

6.bte, =f (i)(h + 2h2 + (1)

where A is the distance from epicentre to station, h,, h2 and
h3 are the reference ellipsoid heights of the epicentre,
reflection point and station above the mean sphere,
respectively, and f(A/2) is the function tabulated on page 50
of the 1967 edition of the JB seismological tables. Note that
the ISC uses no allowance for focal depth in this correction.
To allow for the effect of non-zero focal depth we removed
the JB ellipticity correction determined by the ISC (1), and
replaced it with the ellipticity correction formulated by
Dziewonski & Gilbert (1976). Corrections for bathymetry
and topography are discussed below.

In the present paper, all data of the later arriving PP- and
pP-waves are computed with respect to the ISC-reported
hypocentral parameters. Two methods that use these data
are discussed below: the residual differential traveltime
approach (Section 4), and seismic delay-time tomography
(Section 5). With these methods, effects on the solution of
possible event mislocations are reduced under the
assumption that mislocations influence the traveltimes of P-,
PP-, and pP-waves in the same way. However, as

ISC-reported hypocentral parameters are determined from
direct P-wave data, ISC delay times of the later arriving PP-
and pP-waves are not necessarily consistent with these
parameters. This inconsistency, discussed in detail for the
pP data, is removed in neither of the mentioned
approaches.

4

ISC data
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Figure 7. Frequency distributions of the ISC PP delay times and of
the data derived from analogue WWSSN and CSN records. These
data are input to the programs that construct and solve the
tomographic system of equations. (a) Histograms of the original
ISC data which are catalogued as ISC identifications (shaded
distribution) and as operator identifications not confirmed by the
ISC (dashed lines). (b) Frequency distributions of PP delay times
from WWSSN and CSN seismograms, determined relative to JB
times in the delay time window [-7.5, +7.5 s]. These data are read
primarily from LPZ records. (c) Frequency distribution of the
combination of ISC identified data and data read from analogue
records, after ellipticity and bathymetry/topography corrections.

3.1 PP delay times

The frequency distribution of the original ISC PP traveltime
residuals is given in Fig. 7(a). The shaded histogram is
defined by ISC data that are confirmed as PP by the ISC
phase-identification program. Operator identifications that
are not confirmed by the ISC program are also given in Fig.
7(a). These data are represented in the dashed histogram
which shows few small residuals and has small maxima near
-10 and +10 s. The ISC uses upper and lower limits of +7.5
and -7.5 s as selection criteria (see any January issue of the
Bulletin of the International Seismological Centre). These
limits are also maintained for the data used in this study
(Table 1). By adopting these bounds, many of the PP delay
times corresponding to reflections at the continental Moho
are probably rejected (Stewart 1976). Precursors to PP that
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are reflected at the oceanic Moho will not be filtered out
from the data set, because the difference in arrival time will
be too small.

The ISC-confirmed PP traveltime residuals are approxim-
ately normally distributed about a mean of -0.26 s with a
standard error of 3.46 s. The values for the mean and the
standard deviation of the distribution are comparable to the
figures published by Zhou & Clayton (1985), although they
report more scatter which is due to their acceptance of large
operator-identified PP delay times which are not confirmed
by the ISC identification program (Zhou 1989). Fig. 7(b)
shows the frequency distribution of the delay times read
from the analog WWSSN and CSN records (primarily long
period). To allow direct comparison with the ISC-confirmed
data, we discarded residuals with absolute values larger than
7.5 s. The distribution has a standard deviation of 2.69 s and
a mean of -1.47 s. The significantly larger spread of ISC
confirmed residuals (3.46 s) may reflect larger reading
errors. It may, however, also result from the ISC phase
identification process: the distribution of ISC confirmed
residuals (Fig. 7a, shaded) includes many phases that were
not identified as PP by station operators, but are labelled as
PP by the ISC identification program. The large negative
mean value of the distribution of WWSSN and CSN data is
discussed below. Note that neither of the distributions
shown in Figs 7(a) and (b) is corrected for topography or
bathymetry.

In the computation of traveltime residuals, the ISC
assumes reflections from the surface of the JB mean sphere.
Fig. 8(a) shows a bathymetric and topographic map of the
Caribbean region. Comparison of the distribution of
reflection points (Fig. 6a) with the bathymetric map shows
that many PP-waves reflect at the sea bottom. The neglect
of bathymetry would introduce a negative time residual for
PP-waves reflecting in oceanic regions, suggesting faster
wave propagation below these areas. Vice versa, the neglect
of topography would result in a bias to slower mantle
regions. The correction for topography and bathymetry,
ãttopo/bath is approximated by

2H
ôttopo/bath = [1 (Vcrust PIR0)2]

112,

Vcrust
(2)

where H is the height above or below mean sea level, verusi
the crustal P velocity of the reference velocity model, p the
ray parameter, and R the earth's radius. The height H in
(2) is determined from Fig. 8(a). For a water depth of 3 km
and a crustal velocity of 6 km s-1, a PP-wave would produce
a traveltime residual of at least -1 s if the bathymetry is not
taken into account. Corrections for crustal thickness are not
employed (as by Grand 1987), since only highly schematic
maps of crustal thicknesses and velocities are available for
the Caribbean region (Case, Holcombe & Martin 1984).
Fig. 7(c) shows the frequency distribution after the exchange
of the ellipticity corrections and application of (2). The
difference between the mean value of the PP delay-time
distributions before and after these corrections is 0.44 s. The
effect of both the improved ellipticity correction and the
bathymetry/topography correction does not significantly
affect the standard deviation.

The frequency distribution given in Fig. 7(c) suggests that
the PP onset may be read systematically late. However, in
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Figure 8. (a) Map of the Caribbean region showing the bathymetry
and topography. This map is used for the correction of pP and PP
traveltime residuals. In the ba.thymetry file, depths below sea level
are given at grids of 5' x 5'. The topographic map is less accurate:
1.5° x 1.5°. (b) Map showing values of surface slopes. This map is
obtained from Fig. 8(a). In intraplate regions, the slope of surface
reflectors does not exceed 0.3°.

view of the value of the standard deviation (3.44 s) and the
number of error sources, this positive bias (+0.18 s) should
not be considered significant. The ISC PP traveltime
residuals are not solely dependent on the presence of
aspherical mantle structure and random reading errors.
Several other factors can contaminate the PP data set, or
contribute to systematic deviations from the theoretical PP
arrival times, as follows.

(a) The dependence of the PP delay time values on the
reference model used for the computation of the theoretical
traveltimes (Buchbinder 1982).

(b) The asymmetry of reflections within the diametrical
plane, due to reflections at dipping surfaces, lead to
precursors to the arrival time of the maximum-time PP
phase (Wright 1972; King, Haddon & Husebye 1975).

(c) The departure from the assumption that PP paths are
confined to the diametrical plane: the problem of reflection
at dipping surfaces (Wright 1972) is essentially 3-D. Paths
diverging from the diametrical plane should be more strictly
called non-minimum traveltime paths instead of maximum
time paths (Jeffreys & Lapwood 1957).

(d) Reflections at surfaces other than the free surface or
the sea bottom (e.g., at the sediment-basement interface or
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at the Moho), may give rise to a bias towards negative delay
times, suggesting wave propagation faster than in the
average Earth [see Wright (1972) for references; also
Engdahl & Billington (1986) for depth phases].

(e) The (often) emergent character of the onset of the PP
phase. This may either be caused by the long source time
functions typical for the larger earthquakes in South
America (H. Paulssen, personal communication 1989) or by

(f) the distortion of the waveform, due to phase shifts,
along the non-minimum time PP ray path. This phase shift
transforms an impulsive P pulse into an emergent PP
waveform (Jeffreys & Lapwood 1957; Hill 1974; Choy &
Richards 1975).

(g) Wavefront healing effects due to diffraction of seismic
waves near velocity anomalies (Wielandt 1987).

(h) Misidentification of phases (in exceptional cases)
because of focal mechanism effects on their amplitudes.

Without analysing many original seismograms, it is not
possible to discuss quantitatively the distinct contribution to
published data of each of the effects mentioned above. In
this section we therefore qualitatively discuss the most
important effects and assess their contributions to PP delay
times.

Buchbinder (1982) demonstrated that the values of PP
delay times are strongly dependent on the adopted reference
velocity model. This dependence effects the traveltimes both
in a linear as well as in a non-linear way. Traveltime
residuals depend on theoretical traveltimes computed in
some reference velocity model and consequently the derived
velocity anomalies should be regarded as relative to this
reference model. A non-linear effect arises from the
dependence of ray geometry on the reference velocity
model. Van der Hilst & Spakman (1989) discussed this
problem for P-waves and advocated the use of a reference
model that is as close as possible to the average 1-D velocity
structure of the mantle region under scrutiny. They showed
that the ray geometry of waves bottoming in the lower
mantle is not very sensitive to velocity heterogeneities in the
upper mantle. In this study, only lower mantle PP phases
that are recorded at distances beyond 500 are used, and we
assume that the dependence of PP delay times on the
reference velocity model is linear.

Jeffreys & Lapwood (1957) showed that if the ray path is
confined to the diametrical plane (i.e., it passes through
hypocentre, bottoming points, the reflection point and the
seismological station) PP is a stationary maximum-time
phase for epicentral distances up to 180°. In this 2-D
geometry, the asymmetry of reflections due to dipping
surfaces or scattering near the reflection point result in
PP-waves (A * A/2) with arrival times smaller than the
PP proper (or P,,,P) (Wright 1972; King et al. 1975). Here,
we adopt the notation of Wright: A is the epicentral
distance, and the ± sign refers to one of the two possible
asymmetries. We remark that PP-waves do not reflect at a
single ray-theoretical point and that asymmetric reflections
can only be observed if signals are coherent over the
dimensions of the reflection zone, which may be hundreds of
kilometres wide (see Section 3.2 about pP delay times). PP
arrives later if the wave is reflected at a dipping surface
outside the diametrical plane and focused back to the
recording station. The PP paths are then not true

maximum-time (Jeffreys & Lapwood 1957). King et al.
(1975) showed that the PP traveltime, as a function of ray
parameter and azimuthal deviation in the direction of
scattered waves, is a complex saddle back. The effects on
traveltime are of the same order of magnitude as calculated
by Wright (1972) for asymmetric reflections in the
diametrical plane (King et al. 1975). Asymmetrically
reflected PP-waves precede or follow the theoretical arrival
time by typically tens of seconds (Wright 1972; King et al.
1975). These arrivals would either not be recognized as PP
by station operators or would be beyond the selection
criteria applied by the ISC. Only reflections with small
asymmetry can contaminate the data set.

If precursors occur frequently, the distributions (Fig. 7)
would show an asymmetry to more negative values. Excess
of later arrivals would result in the distributions being
asymmetric to positive values. The absence of either kind of
asymmetry in the frequency distributions shown in Fig. 7
suggests that either both effects average out, or that the
effect of asymmetric reflections due to dipping reflectors or
scattering is small for the region being studied. Fig. 8(b)
shows the slope of surface reflectors in the Caribbean
region. This map is derived from the bathymetry map (Fig.
8a). Large dips of reflection zones (>1°) occur in the vicinity
of plate boundaries and the location of bounce points in
these zones may be in error. Fortunately, the seismicity is
high near plate boundaries, and the reflection points and the
corresponding PP phase data are outnumbered by P phase
data. Hence, in any simultaneous inversion of P and PP
phase data, the effect of asymmetric reflections near the
plate boundaries will be suppressed. In the central parts of
the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Plate gradients in
bathymetry are small (Fig. 8b), and errors due to
asymmetric reflections are well within the level of reading
errors. The contaminating effect of asymmetric reflections is
therefore smallest in areas where the contribution of PP
data to resolve Earth structure is the most important.

More difficult to assess is the influence on the PP time
residuals of the distortion of the PP pulse due to a phase
shift in each frequency component [G. Choy, (USGS,
Golden) personal communication 1988]. For sufficiently high
frequencies, the phase shift is n/2 and the PP pulse can be
modelled by the Hilbert transform (allied function) of the
pP- (or inverse P-) wavelet (Jeffreys & Lapwood 1957; Hill
1974; Choy & Richards 1975; Woodward & Masters 1987;
Woodward 1989). Impulsive P onsets transform to emergent
PP pulses. The PP pulse is acausal and the emergent leader
is precursory to the ray geometrical traveltime (Jeffreys &
Lapwood 1957; Hill 1974; Choy & Richards 1975).
Consequently, if mispicked due to ignorance of this pulse
deformation, the PP phase may be read before the time
predicted by geometrical ray theory. WKBJ modelling
shows that this effect can be several seconds. For
short-period data the effect is smaller. From the
investigation of long-period synthetic waveforms, Zhou
(1989) concluded that the effect is of the order of several
seconds, but that the neglect of phase shifts contaminates
the ISC PP picks in a random manner. However, the large
negative mean of the WWSSN and CSN data (Fig. 7b) may
be indicative of a bias due to the neglect of waveform
distortions on the long-period analogue records.

An alternative explanation for the bias to negative values



of the WWSSN and CSN data is the diffraction effect
discussed by Wielandt (1987). Wielandt showed that
wavefront healing effects due to diffraction of seismic waves
near velocity anomalies result in a bias towards early
arrivals. As a consequence, velocity models of the Earth
volume under study can be biased to higher average
velocities, and slow regions can be overlooked. This effect is
described by Wielandt for the minimum traveltime direct
phase, but will more seriously effect non-minimum
traveltime phases, like the PP. Unless the diffracted waves
are identified as such and the corresponding ray paths are
known, this problem cannot be circumvented.

3.2 pP delay times

In this study, we only used pP data for earthquakes with
ISC-reported focal depths deeper than 33 km; (1) to assure
substantial difference between P and pP paths; (2) to avoid
the complexities of crustal events; and (3) to improve the
reliability of depth phase identification because of increased
separation in phase arrival times. Fig. 9(a) shows the
frequency distributions of pP delay times. The shaded
histogram depicts both the operator identifications beyond
25° confirmed by the ISC, and operator identifications
between 22.5° and 25° not confirmed by the ISC. The
dashed histogram depicts remaining data, rejected in this
study. These are catalogued as operator pP identifications
beyond 25° and not confirmed by the ISC program. We did
not reject operator-identified pP data with epicentral
distances below 25°, because at those distances ISC does not
confirm phases like pP, regardless of quality. Fig. 9(b) gives

ISC data
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Figure 9. Frequency distributions of pP traveltime residuals. (a)
Original ISC data, without any corrections. Shaded distribution:
operator identifications between 22.5° and 25° unconfirmed by the
ISC and beyond 25° confirmed by the ISC. Dashed histogram:.
operator identifications beyond 25° not confirmed by the ISC. (b)
Frequency distribution of ISC confirmed data corrected for
ellipticity (Dziewonski & Gilbert 1976) and for bathymetry/
topography.
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the distribution after correction of the ISC data (Fig. 9a) for
ellipticity (Dziewonski & Gilbert 1976) and for bathymetry
and topography.

A mean of 1.6 s for the distribution shown in Fig. 9(b)
suggests that pP-waves arrive systematically before the
theoretical traveltime. Thus, ISC focal depths (based solely
on P arrival times) are not consistent with the arrival times
of depth phases computed for the JeffreysBullen velocity
model. Although we suspect that this inconsistency is the
result of hypocentre location and velocity model errors,
these sources of errors can not be assessed until we actually
perform the tomographic inversions. There are other
possible explanations for this negative bias, which include
the effects of asymmetry in the propagation path and phase
misidentifications caused by near-source structure. The
wavefront healing effects (Wielandt 1987) can also produce
a negative bias of pP data because the systematically faster
arrivals would not map into focal depth, as may be the case
with ISC-reported P data.

Comparison of the distribution of pP reflection points
(Fig. 6b) with the map of the gradients in bathymetry (Fig.
8b) shows that many depth phases reflect in the vicinity of
plate boundaries where slopes of surface reflectors are large
(>1°). Both for pP and PP phases, it is important to realize
that reflection does not take place at one single point but
rather at a reflection zone, the width of which is determined
by the Fresnel zone of the wave. Nolet (1987a) estimates the
maximum half width of a ray with a wavelength of 10 km
and a ray path length of 1000 km, to be 36 km (and 112 km
for a ray length of 10 000 km). For shallow earthquakes the
dimension of the reflecting zone of the depth phase may
thus be rather small. Reflections at a dipping reflection zone
may lead to small asymmetries of reflections of pP-waves
(Wiens 1987, 1989). In contrast to asymmetrically reflected
PP-waves, however, the small asymmetry in pP reflections
does not lead to precursors to the theoretical traveltimes
because pP is a minimum traveltime phase (Jeffreys &
Lapwood 1957; Hill 1974). More important is the enhanced
danger of phase misidentifications due to the influence of
sea-floor dips on the relative amplitudes of the pP and the
water-reflected pwP phase (Wiens 1987).

Another problem is the likely contamination of the pP
data set with phase misidentifications. For extensive
discussions on this topic, we refer to Yoshii (1979), Forsyth
(1982), Engdahl & Billington (1986), Engdahl & Gubbins
(1987), and Schenk, Mueller & Bruestle (1989). They
distinguish for sub-oceanic regions: the pP proper, reflecting
at the sea bottom; the [pP] (notation after Engdahl &
Billington 1986), reflecting at the sedimentbasement
interface; the pwP (and swP), transmitted at the sea bottom
and reflected at the water surface; and the precursory,
Moho-reflected, pMP.

Forsyth (1982) and Engdahl & Billington (1986)
demonstrate the dependence of the relative amplitudes of
the direct P and the depth phases [pP], pP and pwP on the
frequency-dependent reflection coefficients, source mechan-
isms, and radiation pattern. Wiens (1989) reported
observational evidence for bathymetry effects on the relative
amplitudes of these phases. Watersediment interfaces may
have small short-period impedance contrasts. Consequently,
on short-period (WWSSN) seismograms pwP may have an
amplitude comparable to, or larger than, the pP phase
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reflecting at the sea bottom, and pwP may easily be
misidentified as pP. The danger of misidentifications is
enhanced in case of reflection at dipping surfaces (Wiens
1989), because pwP may have larger amplitudes. On
long-period seismograms, 70-80 per cent of the long-period,
long-wavelength P-wave energy will be reflected at the
crust-water interface, and pwP and swP can be safely
ignored (Forsyth 1982). With a water P velocity of
1.5 km s, and water depths of 3 to 6 km, pwP typically
arrives 4 to 8 s after the pP phase. If, as Yoshii (1979)
suggests, many ISC pP are actually pwP, we would expect
the frequency distribution of ISC pP delay times to be
biased towards positive values. An explanation for the
absence of this positive bias in Fig. 9(b) is the mapping of
the time error into the focal depth, which would thus be
overestimated (Yoshii 1979; Forsyth 1982; Engdahl &
Billington 1986). This would happen if the focal depth is
determined from pP arrival times and if misidentification of
depth phases were systematic in the seismic records (SPZ)
from a single event. However, we used the ISC focal depth
determinations which are based on P times and not on pP
arrival times. Identification on SPZ of pwP as pP would
then result in positive delay times. Such a bias to positive
delay times is not discernible from Fig. 9(b). This suggests
that either the number of misidentifications is low, or the
residuals are too large to be confirmed by the ISC program,
and that they are excluded from the ISC catalogue.

If the long-period impedance contrast at the sea bottom is
small and the contrast at the sediment-basement interface
large, then for thick sedimentary layers the sediment-
basement reflection [pP] may be the predominant phase on
LPZ records. These picks would result in negative delays.
The small maximum near -9 s in operator-identified pP
data (Fig. 9a) may be due to reflections at the continental
Moho. Schenk et al. (1989) show that reflections at the
continental Moho can be sharp, but reflections at the
oceanic Moho are less clear. In the latter case, pMP
reflections may result in a smooth transition to pP: the true
pP onset may only be discerned by a change of slope and/or
thinning of the seismogram trace (Schenk et al. 1989, their
figs 4 and 9). The pMP with an oceanic reflection point
precedes the true pP by several seconds.

The contamination of the pP data set with [pP], pwP,
swP and pMP, and the use of routinely determined,
frequently unreliable event locations can hardly be avoided
if one relies on published phase data alone. Accurate
determination of hypocentral parameters and pP time
residuals is only possible if original seismograms are studied
and the frequency dependenceSPZ or LPZis acknow-
ledged (Forsyth 1982; Engdahl & Billington 1986). For these
analyses, Engdahl & Kind (1986) demonstrated, with data
from the broadband Graefenberg array, the particular
advantages and promising value of digital broadband data.
The further development of worldwide networks of digital
(particularly broadband) seismographs is therefore essential.

4 RESIDUAL DIFFERENTIAL TIMES

In many investigations, PP (or SS) and pP data have been
used in combination with other phases. The major
advantages of taking the difference in traveltime between
the direct P phase and the later arriving PP or pP phase,

are: (1) the significant reduction of the effects of errors in
the locations of station and hypocentre, in origin time, and
from near-station heterogeneities; and (2) the possibility to
confine the cause of the residual differential times to the
vicinity of the bounce point of the reflected wave. In this
section we define parameters, and derive the necessary
relationships to analyse residual differential times. We
briefly discuss the conventional approach and address its
drawbacks.

In 1976, Stewart summarized a method to determine
differential traveltime residuals (6t_p), described its
advantages, and discussed the underlying assumptions.
Because of the simplicity and strength of the method, the
derivation of Stewart has been used by many investigators
(Girardin 1980; Dorbath & Dorbath 1981; Buchbinder 1982;
Darragh 1985). Here, we follow a similar approach,
although, in contrast to the investigators cited, we combine
the contribution of errors in origin time and event
mislocation into one single relocation term, and we treat the
reflection point residual in a different way. We can then
write the P-wave traveltime residual as

bt,,= St,p+ R,,,,(A)+ Rp p (3)

where is the traveltime residual due to aspherical
structure along the P ray path. Rh.p= Rh,p(t, Z, X, y)
represents the contribution of errors in the hypocentral
parameters, and R,,,,(A) is the error in reference traveltime
tables, which is due to the difference between the reference
velocity model (the JB model in the case of ISC data) and
the true 1-D average velocity structure. R.1, is the station
correction and Ep is the reading error. Similarly, for PP
residuals we write

&pp= Ot,pp+ R,pp + Epp, (4a)

where is the effect of velocity structures along the PP
ray path and R,,,,p(A) is the error in reference traveltime
tables for PP-waves. For pP delay times,

&pp= (54pp+ Re.pp(A)+ Rp+ Epp. (4b)

The differential traveltime residual St ppo_p should formally
be written as

otpp_p= btpp otp

otp,p)+(R,,,pp R,,,p)

+ R1,,,)(A) + RsT + E (5a)

where RsT = R,pp- and E = Epp Ep. Replacing all
PP subscripts in (5a) by pP gives the expression for the
otpp_p residual differential traveltime.

In the conventional use of PP-P residuals (Stewart 1976),
approximations to equation (5a) are made. For lower
mantle phases, the angle of incidence at the station will be
almost the same for the P-wave and the PP-wave. It is
usually assumed that the difference between the station
corrections for P and PP is negligible, and thus RsT"="0. By
the same argument, the contributions of Rh,pp and Rh.p
cancel in the case of shallow events (Stewart 1976;
Buchbinder 1982). We note that possible inconsistencies
between ISC PP delay times and ISC-reported event
locations will not be removed by subtracting Rh,p from
Rh,pp. The difference between contributions of velocity
structures along the ray paths can be thought to be

bt.,,

+

(5t,,."

Rh.pp+

=

R,.

Rh.pp+



dominated by velocity anomalies in the vicinity of the
reflection point. By taking limn ot,pp equation
(5a) transforms to

at,p_p R,,,,p(A) R,,p(A)+ ken+ e (5b)

(Buchbinder 1982). Stewart (1976) argues that for
earthquakes within a limited source region, recorded at a
restricted network of seismological stations, the difference
between R,,p(A) and Rf,"(A) can be considered constant
and be set to zero if one is interested only in relative values
of ken. It is also assumed that Ep' = Epp (Stewart 1976;
Girardin 1980; Dorbath & Dorbath 1981; Darragh 1985),
the expression for the residual differential time further
reduces to

Rrefl (5c)

(Stewart 1976). In Fig. 10 we present the distribution of
reflection point residuals, computed according to Stewart's
approximation. We argue, however, that the approxima-
tions leading to (5b) and especially (5c) are not very
accurate.

The assumption Ep Epp is only valid for clock errors, but
not for reading errors (Buchbinder 1982). This is obvious if
one acknowledges the problems in picking the PP onset and
the existence of various sources of errors (see Section 3).

Buchbinder (in his fig. 1) not only showed that the value
of the differential time residual strongly depends on the
assumed reference model, but also that the difference

pp(A) = 2R,,p(A/2) R,,p(A) cannot be con-
sidered constant. A similar result was found by Van der
Hilst & Spakman (1989), who investigated the influence of
the reference model on tomographic images (their fig. 2).

Neither (5b) nor (5c) are valid for deep earthquakes,
because P- and PP-waves sample different near-source
regions and the difference between Rh,p and Rh,pp does not
reduce to zero. It can then no longer be assumed that
Rrefl eStv,P13 (5t,,,p and, in any case, this approximation is
problematic because neither the lateral nor the depth extent
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of the velocity structures that contribute to Stpp_p are
known. For example, if only lower mantle PP (and P)
phases are considered, the 'vicinity of the reflection point'
comprises the whole upper mantle below the reflection point
(Fig. 1). Moreover, if one maintains approximation (5b) or
(5c), lower mantle delays of P-waves will be mapped into
ken. The argument that the lower mantle structure is
sufficiently homogeneous (Stewart 1976) is not valid. Many
investigators have demonstrated the existence of large-scale
velocity structures in the lower mantle (Jordan & Lynn
1974; Dziewonski et al. 1977; Grand 1987; Van der Hilst &
Spakman 1989), although the amplitudes of the perturba-
tions may be smaller than typical of the upper mantle. In
this context, the inferences by Gudmundsson, Davies &
Clayton (1990) from a stochastic analysis of ISC P delay
times are relevant. They argue that at sites where oceanic
lithosphere is subducted a relatively high level of
heterogeneity exists in the upper 1000 km of the Earth's
mantle. Besides, it can be inferred that even for large
epicentral distances, the lateral distance between the P and
PP rays at the base of the upper mantle is still of the order
of several degrees. Thus, upper mantle structure sampled by
P-waves may also be mapped into bounce point residuals,
which is not desirable.

5 TOMOGRAPHIC INVERSION OF PP AND
pP DELAY TIMES

Most problems with the residual differential traveltimes as
discussed in the previous section can be circumvented by
solving equations (3), (4), and (5a) in a tomographic
inversion. Then, we need no problematic assumptions and
approximations, while we still take advantage of the benefits
of the residual differential-time approach. In this section we
present results of our investigation, and compare the
solutions obtained from inversion of P data only with the
solutions obtained by inverting the combination of &pp,
&pp, ôtpp_p and Stpp_p delay times. We also show results of
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a tomographic inversion in which all (P, PP and pP) data
are used. Our present objective is to focus on the
justification and effects of incorporating PP and pP phases
in the inversion scheme. The implications of the resulting
tomographic images on our perception of the geodynamics
of the Caribbean region are published elsewhere (Van der
Hilst 1990).

5.1 The tomographic system of equations

To determine the aspherical structure below the Caribbean
region, we parameterized the mantle structure with
rectangular blocks with horizontal dimensions of 1.25° by
1.25° and vertical dimensions ranging from 33 km for the top
layer to 150 km for the bottom layer, centred at a depth of
1235 km. The boundaries of the Caribbean region, and the
geographical area included in the entire block model, are
shown in Fig. 5. The ray geometry of the P-, PP- and
pP-waves in this 3-D block model is determined by ray
tracing in a 1-D reference model of seismic velocities. We
linearized the inversion problem using reference model
VCAR, which was derived in a study by Van der Hi 1st &
Spakman (1989). The largest parts of the PP and pP ray
paths considered in this study are included in the block
model. Outside the block model we assume the reference
velocities.

In order to correct for aspherical mantle structure outside
the block model, during tomographic inversion we
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Figure 11. Frequency distributions of P. PP and pP data before and after inversion. (a and d) P delay times (50, (b and e) PP delay times
(61,,1,) combined with residual traveltime differences (at pp_p), (c and f) pP delay times (died) combined with

computed station corrections for all stations located outside
the block model (mainly in Europe and North America).
When available, we initially applied the station corrections
of Dziewonski & Anderson (1983). The new set of station
corrections thus obtained will be discussed in more detail
elsewhere. We assume that the combination of our
computed corrections and the corrections of Dziewonski &
Anderson (1983) absorbs most of the delays accumulated
along ray segments in the mantle outside the block model.
We remark that wherever this assumption breaks down,
receiver structure can be mapped into the poorly
constrained parts of the solution.

The system of linear equations to be solved by
tomographic inversion, consists of the linearized, discrete,
equivalents of (3), (4a, b) and (5a). This system can be
represented by a simple matrix equation (see Appendix A).
We treat the P, pP, and PP ray paths and the corresponding
data separately: for each phase we compute the ray path,
and construct a row of the matrix. By subtracting the
equation (matrix row) constructed for the direct P-wave
from the equation of the later arriving phase, the dependent
parts of the equations will cancel out. In this way, the
influence of near-source and near-receiver structure, as well
as of source mislocation, becomes small (but not necessarily
negligible!). For the pP phase, subtraction of the relocation
parts of the matrix rows reduces the effects of errors in
origin time and epicentre, but doubles the constraint on
focal depth (see Appendix A). In a non-iterative inversion
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Table 2. Numerical information about tomographic inversions.

PP pP All

number of iterations
weighting factors
mean (before inversion)
a (before inversion)
mean (after inversion)
a (after inversion)
variance reduction

(per cent)

30 30 30 30
1.0 (1.4) 2.2 2.2

0.0131 0.387 1.53
1.50 3.39 2.91
0.00323 0.075 0.582
1.21 2.65 2.58

35.0 38.9 21.4 33.0

procedure, or when a large number of iterations are possible
in an iterative inversion, the only advantage of employing
residual differential times, rather than maintaining two
separate matrix rows, is the reduction of the dimension of
the problem. Here, we use an iterative inversion scheme
and allow only a small number of iterations. By employing
the residual differential times, we force the algorithm to use
the independent information of the different phases within a
small number of iterations. We expect that incorporation of
differential-time residuals is beneficial for the convergence
of the inversion.

We followed Van der Hilst & Spakman (1989) and
corrected the PP and pP delays relative to the regional 1-D
velocity model VCAR. This correction removes the terms
kr, kr,,, and kpp in equation (5a) from the tomographic
equations prior to the inversion. Subsequently, we discarded
the residuals outside the [ 7.5, +7.5 s] delay-time window.
The resulting frequency distributions of PP and pP data are
presented in Figs 11(b) and (c), respectively. Figs 11(a)(c)
give the frequency distributions of the traveltime residuals
for the different seismic phases prior to the inversion, but
after all the corrections mentioned above. The equations
associated with the P, PP, and pP phases are weighted with
an estimate of the data variance of the respective
distributions of the residuals after inversion (see Appendix
A).

The tomographic system of equations is solved by least
squares, using the conjugate gradient algorithm LSQR of
Paige & Saunders (1982). For details and theory of the
tomographic inversion we refer to Paige & Saunders (1982),
Nolet (1985) and Spakman & Nolet (1988). For all results
shown below, 30 iterations were used. The variance
reduction during inversion is 33 per cent for the combined
data set (Table 2). For the separate seismic phases the
reductions during the combined inversion are given in Table
2, and are illustrated by the frequency distributions of the
traveltime residuals of the P, PP and pP phases, before and
after the inversion (Fig. 11). We remark that due to the
decreased null-space of the matrix, the inversion of the
combined data set results in a smaller variance reduction
than in the case only P delay times are inverted.

5.2 Hit count

In Section 2 we used the hit count as one of the indicators of
the quality of the illumination with seismic waves, showing
regions of 'under exposure' in the Caribbean region. In Fig.
12(a) we show the illumination by PP and pP rays of the
blocks in the top layer of the model. To better illustrate the
quantitative improvement of the sampling of Earth structure
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Figure 12. Effect on hit count of the addition of PP and pP data for
the top layer of the cell model (for map coordinates and contour
scale see Fig. 3): (a) PP + pP hit count, (b) map of the areas where
the PP + pP hit count equals or exceeds the P hit count. (c) hit
count when all phases are considered.

due to the incorporation of PP and pP data, we present in
Fig. 12(b) a map in which the shading marks the areas
where the combined hit count of PP and pP phases equals
or exceeds the P hit count. When the cell hit count of PP-
and pP-waves equals or exceeds the hit count of the direct
P-wave, we used the term 'differential hit count'. As
expected, we observe that the intraplate regions particularly
benefited from the addition of PP and pP phases. Similar

-
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figures constructed for deeper layers (Van der Hi 1st 1990)
demonstrate that the differential PP + pP hit count below
the Caribbean Plate decreases rapidly with depth. In
contrast, the combined PP and pP hit count exceeds the P
hit count to large depths below the Gulf area, the Guyana
shield, and, in particular, near the Bahama's and the
Galapagos Islands. As mentioned in Section 2, it is
important to recognize that even in mantle regions where
the PP and pP hit count is lower than the P hit count, the
reflected phases illuminate cells from different directions
and improve the quality of the ray geometry. We show
below that the independent information supplied by PP and
pP data changes the tomographic images of upper mantle
layers significantly. Fig. 12(c) is a composite map of Figs 3
and 12(a), and displays the combined hit count of P-, PP-,
and pP-waves for the top layer of the model.

5.3 Effects of the addition of PP and pP phases on the
spatial resolution

The assessment of spatial resolution in tomographic images
is still a problem in large-scale seismic delay-time
tomography. To obtain estimates of resolution, we compute
the inversion response to a known 3-D input model of
seismic velocities (Spakman & Nolet 1988, Humphreys &
Clayton 1990). In this paragraph we discuss the differences
in performance between the P inversion and the
P + PP + pP inversion in response to a harmonic sensitivity
model (Spakman & Nolet 1988, p. 175).

For every layer of the block model, the input aspherical
structure consists of two superimposed sine functions, with
an amplitude of 5 per cent velocity perturbation relative to
the reference model. A set of synthetic delay times is
calculated, by adopting the ray geometry computed for the
original data experiment. To mimic the statistical properties
of the true delay times, Gaussian noise is added to the
synthetic data. The ability of the tomographic inversion
algorithm to recover the input model by inversion of the
noisy synthetic data is used to assess the resolution in the
tomographic image derived from the reported traveltime
residuals. With the harmonic sensitivity test, we investigate
the resolution of smoothly varying aspherical structures of a
length-scale of some hundreds of kilometres, typical for the
velocity structures in the upper mantle. We remark that this
kind of test only yields information about the performance
of a particular inversion algorithm (here LSQR) in
combination with the suite of ray paths computed in the
reference model. Neither the uncertainties in the ray path,
nor the possible non-randomness of the traveltime residuals
are taken into account (Van der Hilst & Spakman 1989).
Moreover, possible systematic errors in PP and pP
traveltime residuals, and inconsistencies between hypo-
central parameters and traveltime residuals, as we discussed
for the pP phase, are not modelled by synthetic tests.

To model the different noise level in P, PP, and pP data,
we added Gaussian noise with a =VT, x 0.8 s to the data,
where the variance y depends on the type of wave (see
Appendix A). The distribution versus epicentral distance of
the delay times used in this study (Van der Hilst & Spakman
1989) and the statistical investigation of Gudmundsson et al.
(1990) demonstrate a greater scatter of delay times in the
distance range between 15° and 25°. Therefore, we added

Gaussian noise with a larger variance to the P residuals
obtained from readings in this distance interval (Appendix
A).

In Fig. 13 we present the results of the harmonic
sensitivity tests for the top layer of the model. Fig. 13(a)
gives the result of the P experiment, and Fig. 13(b) the
response if all seismic phases are incorporated. For this
depth level we observe a rather poor recovery of the input
amplitudes, both for the P as well as for the P + PP + pP
case. Similar figures constructed for deeper levels (Van der
Hilst 1990, fig. 5.4) demonstrate that the recovery of both
the shape and the amplitude of the input model improve
significantly with increasing depth. For the P inversion,

3%

Figure 13. Results of harmonic sensitivity tests for the top layer of
the cell model. Random noise was added to the synthetic traveltime
residuals, with standard deviations depending on the type of seismic
phases (see text). (a) Result when only ray paths of the direct
P-wave data are used, and (b) when ray paths of all phases
(P + PP + pP) are considered. The east-to-west oriented structures
result from poor vertical resolution: the anomalies of the second
layer leak to the top layer and are visible at the nodes of the
sinusoidal input model. (c) Laterally smoothed harmonic fit for top
layer of the block model. All seismic phases are used. (d) The
regions where the spatial resolution changed due to the inclusion of
PP and pP data. Plotted is the harmonic fit with the combination of
P, PP, and pP data relative to the fit in which only P phase data
were used.
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Figure 13. (continued)

large areas in the top layer do not indicate the presence of
anomalies. In both experiments, the amplitude recovery is
low in many regions. When all phases are considered, the
sign of the velocity perturbation is mapped correctly more
often than in the P experiment.

In Fig. 13(c) we display the harmonic response in a
different way, because direct comparison of the output
model with the input model can be inconvenient as it gives
mainly local information. Therefore, in each block we
computed the difference, the model fit, between the
synthetic input model and the inversion response to this
model. With a 3-D moving-average filter, the cell values are
smoothed over three blocks laterally, and over one block
with depth (see Spakman & No let 1988, p. 177). From Fig.
13(c), we infer that for this crustal layer more than 20 per
cent of the input model is recovered in a rather narrow zone
along the Middle America and Lesser Antilles trenches, and
along the ColombiaPeru convergent boundary. Along the
Middle America trench near Mexico the recovery is over 50
per cent.

In this paper, we emphasize the effect of incorporating PP
and pP phases in the P delay-time inversion: we are not as
much interested in the overall harmonic fit but rather in the
differences in model fit between the inversion of P data and
the combination of P, PP and pP data, respectively. Fig.
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13(d) displays the relative difference between the P + PP +
pP harmonic fit and the harmonic fit with P phases only.
Fig. 13(d) demonstrates that over a large area the
P + PP + pP fit is better than the P fit and that at this depth
level the resolution benefited from the inclusion of later
arrivals. The improvement in the harmonic model fit is
substantial near the Middle America trench, along the
northern plate boundary, and in the northwestern part of
South America. Note that the image resolution is low in
most of these regions (Fig. 13c) and that small absolute
improvements due to the incorporation of later arriving
phases give large relative changes (in Fig. 13d). In central
Mexico the combined P + PP + pP inversion recovers over
10 per cent more of the input model than the inversion of P
data alone. With an absolute fit of the order of 30 per cent,
the relative gain due to the incorporation of PP and pP data
is over 30 per cent (Fig. 13d). In South America the
combination of P, PP, and pP phases recovers the input
model where the P inversion fails to resolve the harmonic
model (bottom parts of Figs 13a and b). Here, the relative
improvement is over 140 per cent (Fig. 13d). Figures similar
to Fig. 13(b, c and d) will be published for all depth levels in
a separate paper.

For mantle regions where the solution of the tomographic
inversion is not well constrained, the addition of PP- and
pP-wave ray paths can result in an apparent decrease of
resolution. In Fig. 15(e) we show for a section across the
Middle America trench that the incorporation of PP and pP
phases resulted in a decreased image resolution at depths
near 400 km. In this part of Middle America earthquakes
occur in the upper 200 km of the mantle (Figs 15a and b)
and pP-waves give ray paths oblique to P-wave ray paths
only at shallow depths. At larger depths pP-wave ray paths
become more parallel to P-wave ray paths and do thus not
substantially improve the sampling of mantle structure. As a
consequence, the shallow parts of the solution benefited
more from the incorporation of later arriving phases than
the deeper parts. This can also be explained in terms of the
eigenvalues of the inversion problem. Where the added
pP-wave ray paths improve the sampling of mantle
structure, the eigenvalues associated with the corresponding
parts of the model space become larger with respect to the
eigenvalues of the inversion problem in which only P data
were used. The larger eigenvalues result in faster
convergence in corresponding parts of the solution. For
other regions, the eigenvalues of the P + PP + pP inversion
have not changed with respect to those of the P inversion,
and the convergence of the solution is not speeded up and
will lag behind. As a consequence: in a limited number of
iterations (in this study 30) the P + PP + pP solution may
locally not yet have converged as much as the P solution.
We note that these subtle changes in convergence rate in
different parts of the solution are not apparent from the
variance reductions upon inversion.

5.4 Implications for the velocity structure

Results in terms of velocity perturbations relative to
reference model VCAR are given in Figs 14 and 15. Figs
14(a)(d) show the solution for the top layer of the model (0
to 33 km depth) from the P inversion, the PP inversion, the
PP + pP inversion, and the inversion which incorporates
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Figure 14. Velocity perturbations relative to reference model
VCAR (Van der Hi 1st & Spakman 1989) resulting from the
inversion of respectively: (a) P delay times (atp); (b) PP delay
times and residual differential times (St" and Stpp_p); (c) PP and
pP delay times and corresponding residual differential times (atp,
otpp_p, &pp and Stpp_p); and (d) all phase data (Stp, (5tp,
dire, and Sto,_p).

Figure 14. (continued)

all phases. Although the amplitudes of the velocity pertur-
bations in this layer are not well resolved (Section 5.3),
we present this result because it illustrates the effect of the
implementation of the PP and pP phases in the tomographic
inversion. We draw attention to the resemblance between
the images of the P inversion (Fig. 14a) and features in the
images of the PP and PP + pP inversions (Figs 14b and c).
From the consistency between these images (and the
solutions at larger depths), we conclude that tomographic
inversions yield useful information from reported PP and pP
residual-time data.

The result of the P inversion (Fig. 14a) suggests strong
lateral velocity contrasts along the Middle America trench
and along the northwest coast of South America. In
contrast, the velocity structure in the same geographical
zone is smoothly resolved by the inversion of PP and pP
delay times (Fig. 14c). Despite the locally higher P hit count
(Fig. 12b), the densely and rather homogeneously
distributed pP paths (Figs 6b and 12a) contributed
significantly to the solution (Fig. 14d).

To further demonstrate the influence of the PP and pP
phases on the results of tomographic inversions, we present
an upper mantle section across the Middle America trench
near Nicaragua (Fig. 15). In Fig. 15(a), the solution is given
for the inversion of only P delay times. In Fig. 15(b), the
result is given for the inversion of the combination of
P + PP + pP delay times. Figs 15(a) and (b) have in
common the high-velocity feature imaged at depths greater
than 400 km, which is continuous in a northwest-to-
southeast direction and which apparently extends into the
lower mantle (Van der Hilst & Spakman 1989; Van der
Hilst 1990). The tomographic image of this deep
high-velocity structure is consistent with results of earlier
investigations (Jordan & Lynn 1974; Lay 1983; Grand 1987;
Vidale & Garcia-Gonzales 1988). In contrast, the two
experiments yield different images of aspherical structure in
the upper 400 km of the mantle. These differences are
significant for the tectonophysical and geodynamical
interpretations of this convergent boundary.

In Fig. 15(a), the seismicity bears no clear relation with
the velocity structures in the upper 250 km. In contrast, in
Fig. 15(b) the earthquakes appear to be located in the
slab-like high-velocity structure which is characterized by an
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Figure 15. Upper mantle cross-sections illustrating the differences between the P and the P + PP + pP solution. The sections are constructed
across the Middle America subduction zone near the Lake of Managua (Nicaragua): (-89.54W, 7.33N) to (-77.69W, 18.43N). (a) Result of P
inversion. (b) Result of P + PP + pP inversion. (c) Cell hit count in the case only the direct P phase is used. The scale is logarithmic. (d)
Mantle regions where the PP + pP hit count equals or exceeds the P hit count. (e) Relative difference between the P + PP +pP harmonic fit
and the P fit. (See also caption of Fig. 13d.)

aseismic zone that is imaged to a depth of 250 km. Fig. 15(c)
shows the cell hit count for the case only the direct P phase
is used. The distribution of ray paths is rather homogeneous
in a steeply dipping zone below Middle America, but only
few rays are available that sample the shallow mantle
structure below the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea.
Fig. 15(c) is comparable to the vertical section across the
Middle America trench shown in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 15(d) we
have shaded only those regions where the combined hit
count of PP- and pP-wave ray paths equals or exceeds the P
hit count. In particular the hit count in the shallow mantle
below the Pacific Ocean and in the mantle wedge above the
seismic zone benefited from the addition of later arriving
phases. In Fig. 15(e) we show the differences in harmonic fit
resulting from the inversion of P + PP + pP and P data
respectively (for explanation see Section 5.3). Fig. 15(e)
demonstrates that in particular at shallow depths the image
recovery in Fig. 15(b) (P + PP + pP data) is better than in
Fig. 15(a) (only P data). In contrast, at depths near 400 km
the P + PP + pP fit is equal to or even worse than the P fit.
Here, an overall drop in image recovery occurs due to the
presence of the 390 km discontinuity (Van der Hilst 1990,
his figs 2.3 and 5.4), and the solution is poorly constrained.
We discussed above (last paragraph of Section 5.3) that due
to the addition of PP- and pP-wave ray paths the algorithm
converged faster for the shallow part of the model, at the
expense of the convergence rate at depths where the
solution is still poorly constrained. After 30 iterations, the
slower convergence resulted in an apparently lower
resolution near the 390 km discontinuity than in the case
where only P were used.

We note that the large shift in mean value of the pP
delay-time distribution (from 1.5 to 0.5 s, Fig. 11) is
accommodated by high velocities near the reflection points,
and by relocation of the earthquakes to shallower depths.
As a consequence, the solutions shown in Figs 14(c), (d) and
15(b) may be biased to high velocities at shallow depths due
to the incorporation of pP data with predominantly negative
values. Figs 11(c) and (f) indicate that the variance
reduction for pP data is small compared to that of P data
(also Table 2). Possibly, not all information about lateral
heterogeneity is revealed from the pP data. This specific
problem with reported data, i.e. the inconsistency between
delay times and the ISC-reported event location, is not
reflected in the harmonic sensitivity test (see also Van der
Hilst 1990).

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we investigated the value of published PP and
pP phase data in tomographic delay-time inversions.
Incorporation of PP and pP phases in tomographic studies
potentially improves the quality of the images because they:
(1) sample Earth structure not ordinarily sampled by direct
P phases; (2) they add rays that are oblique to rays of direct
phases, which is especially important where the latter
sample mantle structure in selected directions; and (3) pP
data better constrain the earthquake focal depths. The cell
hit count and the distribution of reflection points
demonstrate that PP- and pP-waves improve the sampling
by seismic waves of shallow mantle structure below the
intraplate regions of the Caribbean. The difference between
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ray paths of pP-waves and the direct P-wave is small
because of the relatively shallow seismicity in the area.

We found only few high-quality digital data, and we did
not consider them in this study. Instead, we investigated the
possible sources of error in ISC-reported PP and pP delay
times. In the reported PP data, we did not discern
systematic biases due to phase shift effects on the PP-wave
form, or asymmetry of reflections. This may be due to either
the random character of the errors, or to characteristics of
the ISC phase-identification program. No evidence is found
for the predominance of sP or pwP phases, misidentified as
pP, in the pP data set for the Caribbean region. The
standard error of PP arrival times read from the WWSSN and
CSN records is less than that of the ISC data. The large nega-
tive mean value of these data possibly results from the neglect
of waveform distortions on the long-period analogue records.

The problematic assumptions and approximations as-
sociated with the residual differential-time approach can be
avoided by solving the relevant equations in a tomographic
inversion. The larger spread in the PP and pP data
relative to P are recognized in a weighting scheme used in
our inversions. Simultaneous inversion of ISC PP and pP
data provide tomographic images that are consistent with P
images. From this observation we conclude that the
ISC-reported PP and pP delay times can be used to image
the aspherical mantle structure.

Although the quality of the tomographic images is still
poor for some mantle regions, the inclusion of pP and PP
phase data resulted in a significant enhancement of the
spatial resolution of upper mantle structure. The addition of
PP- and pP-wave ray paths resulted in small changes in the
convergence rate for different parts of the solution of the
tomographic inversions. In a limited number of iterations,
the convergence in poorly constrained parts of the solution
lags behind that of the parts that benefited from the addition
of PP- and pP-wave ray paths.

A problem in the case of the pP delay times is the large
negative mean value of the frequency distribution of the
reported data. The ISC-reported hypocentral parameters
are determined from direct P arrivals, and we conclude that
the ISC pP delay times are inconsistent with these
hypocentral parameters. In the inversion, the large negative
mean value of the pP delay-time distribution is accommod-
ated by decreasing the focal depths, and by mapping high
velocities in the top layer of the cell model. The
tomographic images may thus be biased to high velocities,
and the tomographic inversion may not have yielded all
available information about aspherical structure from the pP
data. Also, due to the large negative mean value of the
WWSSN and CSN delay times, the addition of long-period
PP data may not improve the resolution but rather result in
a bias of the solution to higher velocities. These problems
with data of later arriving phases are not reflected in the
synthetic sensitivity tests.

The Caribbean region is not the most ideal area to study
the effect of the inclusion of PP and pP data on image
resolution and velocity structure because: (1) the number of
pP, and in particular PP data, is very small with respect to
the number of P data; and (2) the difference in ray geometry
between pP-waves and the direct P-waves is small due to
lack of seismicity at greater depths. In addition, we had to
decrease the influence of PP and pP data because of the
higher data variance. Consequently, the spatial resolution in

the images is still low for large mantle regions below the
intraplate areas in the Caribbean. With these arguments in
mind, we conclude that the incorporation of PP and pP
phases in the P delay time tomographic study of the velocity
structures in the Caribbean mantle has been successful. The
information added to images derived from the inversion of
only direct P-wave data is important for our perception of
the geodynamical evolution of convergent margins in the
Caribbean region.

In some respects this study should be considered
preliminary. With regard to the data errors, much work
remains to be done. In particular, the effect on PP
traveltimes of waveform distortions due to phase shifts
(Hilbert transforms), and the contamination of the pP data
set with reflections at surfaces other than those assumed,
need further attention. The inconsistency between ISC focal
depths and the reported pP delay times needs to be
examined by those responsible for the routine processing of
data at the ISC. In future studies, the removal of the
inconsistency will be one of our major concerns (Van der
Hi 1st, Engdahl & Spakman 1990).

By virtue of the improvements realized in the Caribbean
region, application of the method to areas with a greater
depth distribution of earthquake hypocentres is promising.
We are presently working on a simultaneous tomographic
inversion of P, PP and pP delay-time data to further
investigate the morphology of the northwestern Pacific
subduction zones (Van der Hi 1st et al. 1990). Because of the
deep seismicity in that area, differences between pP and P
ray paths are large and, consequently, shallow mantle
structures below back-arc (Seas of Okhotsk and Japan) and
intraplate areas (Philippine Plate) within this region are
more adequately sampled by pP than by direct P-waves. We
expect that the better constraints on the shallow structures
and on the earthquake location improve the resolution of
aspherical structure in the down-dip direction of the slab.
This improvement is crucial for the investigation of the
morphology and the fate of subducted lithosphere near the
670 km discontinuity.
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APPENDIX A: THE TOMOGRAPHIC
SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS

Following for example the derivations by Spakman & No let
(Spakman 1988; Spakman & No let 1988), we can rewrite
equation (3) as

d, =[tstp R(A)], ôt,,P+ Rh.P Rsr,P

As d10 + Ax Vz, To + At + Rst.p
Lo

bloc 4

E Li,S,+ E G7g7+11,khk,.=,

(Al)

(A2)

1 = 1, ndata

(A3)

To obtain (A2) we linearized the traveltime residual and
replaced at, by the ray integral of the slowness deviation
As(r), the difference between the actual Earth's slowness
field s(r) and the reference slowness model s(r). Lo is the
ray path in the reference model. The relocation part Rh.p is
expressed in terms of the change in total traveltime To due
to a small change in Ax in the source vector and the origin
time error At. Vxo is an operator of partial derivatives with
respect to Cartesian focal coordinates. In (A3) nt,, is the
total number of cells used in the investigation, and ndata is
the number of data (per seismic phase) used in the
investigation. L, is the path length of the ith reference ray
in cell I, G7 is the mth relocation component of
where Vx contains derivatives with respect to the
components of source vector xs = (;, x,, T, is the total
traveltime of the ith ray from the jth event, and Ha is a
segment of ray i in station cell k with slowness anomaly hk.

Equation (A3) can be computed for the P, PP and pP
parts of the problem. In case of differential times two
sequential matrix rows corresponding to the reflected phase
and the direct phase can simply be subtracted. With regard
to the relocation part we have the following remarks.

(i) For the PP and pP phases, the coefficients of G7
(m = 1, 2, 3, 4) are calculated in the same way as for
P-waves. m = 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the respective
contributions of the origin time, focal depth, and latitude
and longitude.

(ii) In case of differential times subtraction of matrix rows
leads to (G7)pp(orpp) (G7)p for m = 1, 2, 3, 4. For PPP
this difference becomes (very) small for all m's, and the
effect of origin time errors and hypocentre mislocation will
indeed be decreased. For pPP the differences between the
coefficients vanish for m = 1, 3, 4 but doubles for m = 2.
Consequently, effects of errors in origin time and
latitudelongitude, will be reduced, while the focal depths
will be more strongly constrained.

For the three phases, the linear system (A3) can be

represented by a matrix equation. With

btp
d=(MPF. Rt.pp) p

atpp Re,pp

(Lpp
Lpp-F,

Lpp
(Lpp
L pp_p

L= (Lpp
ipp

(wherefor the subsequent seismic phasesSt and R are
respectively the data vectors containing the delay times, and
the vectors containing the time differences between the
JeffreysBullen velocity model and the adopted reference
model VCAR), and

(A4)

A = (L GI H), lAchu2 A = A,

we write for (A3):

A x = x = g ) -

Matrix L contains all information about (reference) ray
geometry in the cell model, G is the matrix of earthquake
relocation coefficients, and H the matrix of station
correction coefficients. (s g h)1" is the solution vector
(slowness perturbations, relocation parameters and station
corrections) and d is the delay time vector.

To take into account the fact that the uncertainty in PP
and pP data is larger than in P data, we perform a weighting
procedure. We therefore left-multiplied both sides of (A5)
with a X ndata diagonal matrix 1111'2, where WP,, is

w;,P d = a,

(A5)

diag (yp) 0 0

Wr,,,=( 0 diag (ypp) 0

0 0 diag (ypp)
(A6)

where diag(yp.pp orpp) is the variance of P, PP, and pP
data respectively. Using ISC data it is difficult to assess the
standard error in each individual delay time. We therefore
attribute the same variance to all data corresponding to a
particular seismic phase. By taking different estimates of the
variance we weight the different seismic phases constituting
the tomographic system. In absence of reliable uncertainty
estimates of data errors, the determination of the weights
VP, PP or pP is due to subjective considerations. It is
important to realize that the distributions of the delay times
as discussed in Section 3 do not solely reflect data errors,
but include signal from lateral heterogeneity as well.
Therefore, the variance of the data prior to the inversions is
not a proper measure of the noise in the data. Rather, we
want to use the variance a2 of the P, PP and pP traveltime
residuals after the inversion, because these numbers reflect
more properly that part of the data that cannot be explained
by the velocity structure, and can thus be regarded the
variance of noise. Of course these values are unknown a
priori. To obtain estimates of the variance reduction, we
performed a test inversion with Wph = I and computed the
variances ef2p,pp or pp of the residual P, PP and pP times
after 30 iterations. Thus, for the diagonal elements of Wp,
we have

YP = rpp = a2PP, YpP= aPP (A7)

After the preliminary inversion without row weighting, we
determined ap, app, and app to be 1.0 s (1.4 s for the
triplication range data), 2.2 and 2.2 s respectively.
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